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(54) The device for vibratory reclamation of used up foundry sand

(57) The device consists of the serially connected:
vibratory reclaimer and pneumatic classifier (21). The re-
claimer has got pipe-cylindrical vertical column (2), end-
ed at the top by the batch tank (3). Inside, there are built
up, at intervals, from the top to the bottom: the crusher
grid (4), two horizontal sieves: upper (5) and central (6),
as well as the lower conical sieve (7). The space of the
conical sieve (7) behind the screening side surface is
closed off by the bottom ring (8), over which in the side
wall there is the pour-out hole (9), led to the transport
trough (16). The transport trough (16) is rigidly mounted
to the column (2) and rises in spiral fashion along its side
surface. At the top end, it is swept externally through the
channel (19) led to the feeding screw (20), which through
the pour-out is connected to the upper section of the
pneumatic cascade classifier (21). Below the conical
sieve (7), over the column bottom (11), there is the buffer
chamber (10) with the placed crushing-abrasive ele-
ments (13) in the form of metal balls. Tangentially to the
column (2), below the bottom, there are mounted two
generators of vibrations in the form of the rotodynamic
motors (14), through their axes of rotation, situated in
planes parallel to the column axis and askew to that axis,
in perpendicular projection. The transport trough (16)
throughout its height is covered externally by the pipe
shield (17), which is provided with the connection piece

(18), connected with the exhausting installation, prefer-
ably, of the cascade classifier (21).
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Description

[0001] The object of the invention is the device for vi-
bratory reclamation of spent moulding sand and core
sand, used for reclaiming sand grains from compounds
of various adhesives.
[0002] The known technologies of reclaiming used up
moulding sands make use of various reactions which in
the end are to bring about the destruction and separation
from sand grains, thermal layers of used up adhesive. In
conditions of dry, vibratory reclamation, an intensive
abrasive effect is produced, which makes this technology
universal in its application, likewise for the difficult-to-re-
claim sands with water-glass hardened by CO2 esters,
and sands with resol resins. One of such devices, fea-
tured in the Polish patent description PL157972, has got
a longitudinally symmetrical tank set on elastic elements,
spurred into vibration by rotational vibrator with axis par-
allel to longitudinal caving in the work surface, of the built
up in tank, strip screen. Lower section of the tank is filled
with crushing-abrasive elements. In the side walls of the
tank, parallel to vibrator axis and over the section filled
with crushing-abrasive elements, there are pour-out
holes, which are connected with troughs additionally cov-
ered by inertia-type crushing-abrasive elements.
[0003] Another device, known from the description of
the invention US7735653 has got a boxlike body, with
built-up inside at intervals one on top of the other, nu-
merous sieves with gradually decreasing meshes. The
body mounted on elastic suspensions in a frame; is
moved to produce generally vertical vibrations by two
rotodynamic motors. The motors of the vibrators are
mounted to the bottom of the body, being parallel to each
other, perpendicular, and slanted, in line with the direc-
tion of the slanting of the sieves. On one side of the body,
in the direction of the slanting of the sieves, there is a
pour-out of the reclaimed sand grains, and on the other
side, a pour-out of waste material. The internal space of
the body box is vented. The rotodynamic motors rotate
in opposite directions - which makes possible selecting
a given operation mode of the device. With both of the
motors  operating simultaneously, the reclamation proc-
ess proceeds; operation of one of the motors shifts re-
claimed sand grains towards frontal pour-out, and acti-
vation of the other one removes waste material through
the rear pour-out. The slanting of the sieves is adjusted.
[0004] In the solutions of reclaimers that are known of,
the vibrations are generally directed rectilinearly and in
accordance with the main direction of sand shifting -
which limits the pathway of abrasive reactions generally
to length of sieve. From the description US4906356 we
are also familiar with the device for vibratory screening
of used up moulding sand, containing cylindrical, verti-
cally situated casing, topped by feeding hopper. Inside,
there are built up at intervals, at least two sieves with
gradually decreasing meshes. At the bottom, the casing
is closed off by bottom section with pour-out hole, and to
the side surface of the casing there are mounted at least

two generators of vibrations in the form of rotodynamic
motors, which through their axes of rotation are situated
in planes parallel to the casing axis and askew to that
axis, in perpendicular projection. The outcome of motors
being mounted in such manner is torsional reaction of
vibrations and circumferentially-spiral pathway of
screening and abrasion of the feed of compound.
[0005] The reclaimer according to this invention, by
availing of the characteristics of the above-mentioned
solutions, stands out in that sense, that the pour-out holes
of treated sand from the spurred into torsional vibrations
cylindrical reclaiming column with a few sieves, are con-
nected with transport trough, rigidly mounted and rising
in a spiral fashion along the cylindrical side surface of
the column. At the top end, the transport trough is swept
externally through channel being led to the feeding
screw. The pour-out of the feeding screw is connected
to the upper section of pneumatic cascade classifier, built
up on the same frame of base as the reclaimer.
[0006] It is advantageous when the transport trough
throughout its height is covered externally by pipe shield,
and which in the upper section is provided  with connec-
tion piece being connected with exhausting installation,
preferably, of cascade classifier.
[0007] It is also advantageous, when the device has
got two horizontal sieves: upper sieve and central sieve,
as well as lower conical sieve, the space of which behind
the screening side surface - ended at the bottom with a
hole in smaller base of cone - is closed off by bottom ring.
Over the bottom ring, there is pour-out hole which is led
to transport trough, and below the conical sieve, over the
column bottom, buffer chamber is situated with crushing-
abrasive elements in the form of metal balls, placed on
the column bottom.
[0008] In another, yet equally advantageous device ex-
ecution model, in the side wall of the buffer chamber, a
second pour-out hole is produced, led into the transport
trough, the lower edge of which is situated over the col-
umn bottom at a height of no less than two diameters of
crushing-abrasive balls.
[0009] The noise which accompanies the device oper-
ation is significantly reduced, when the bottom and ad-
jacent side walls of the buffer chamber are covered by
elastic-silencing material, preferably rubber.
[0010] The horizontal upper and central sieves can be
flat or else can assume the shape produced from circu-
larly adjacent to one another, even number of circular
sectors having diameter of the column. When looking
down on it, the screening surfaces produced from these
sectors have got upper edges of walls swept down and
intersecting along the lower edge, which is situated in
line with bisector of central angle of each sector.
[0011] The integration of reclamation measures on vi-
bratory sieves, in the buffer chamber, on spiral hoist of
the vented transport trough, and in the pneumatic clas-
sifier, makes the reclamation seat compact in its con-
struction - which, at a highly advantageous read-out of
productivity in relation to built-up area, makes that device
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a preferred option for small and medium-sized foundries
which use a variety of foundry sands. Intensive cooling
conditions enable for treating used sand with elevated
temperature. An essential role in acquiring high purity
and homogeneity of reclaimed sand grains is played by
the transport trough with abrasive-cooling effect and pre-
liminary exhausting that covers the distance approxi-
mately 30 times greater than that of the column diameter.
[0012] The invention is explained by the description of
a model execution of the device, featured on diagram;
where Fig. 1 presents the device in half-section, Fig. 2
from the side, Fig. 3 from the top, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 zoom
in on features S1 and S2 marked on Fig. 1, Fig.6 and
Fig.7 - vertical section and view from the top of the hor-
izontal sieves with the rising/falling surface, respectively.
[0013] On the frame of base 1 there are mounted, the
essential, serially connected in the flow of the treated
moulding sand, device assemblies: the column 2 of the
reclaimer, the feeding screw 20, and the cascade clas-
sifier 22. The cylindrical column 2 consists of three ver-
tical pipe sections, connected by flange. On the upper
section there is mounted the batch tank 3, the bottom
part of which consists of the crusher grid 4. Between the
sections, at flange connection intervals there are built up
two horizontal sieves with flat riddles and gradually de-
creasing meshes: the upper sieve 5 and the central sieve
6. The mesh clearances of the upper sieve 5 are of equal
dimension to a half of the clearance of the crusher grid
4, and the central sieve 6 has got meshes 4 to 5 times
smaller than the meshes of the upper sieve 5. In the side
wall of the column 2 over the upper sieve 5 and the central
sieve 6, inspection openings are found. Below the central
sieve 6, the conical sieve 7 is built up, with palisade,
screening side surface, ended at the bottom by hole in
the smaller cone base. The clearances between vertical
rods of the palisade of the conical sieve 7 are 1.25 to 1.5
mm in dimension, and the height of the sieve is such so
as to suit the planned rate of productivity. The space be-
hind the conical sieve 7 is closed off at the bottom by the
bottom ring 8. Over the bottom ring 8, in the side wall of
the column 2, there are the pour-out holes 9 led outside
using a short channel. Below the conical sieve 7, over
the column bottom 11, there is the buffer chamber 10
with the placed at the bottom 11, crushing-abrasive ele-
ments 13 in the form of metal balls. The  volume of the
buffer chamber 10 corresponds to a given quantity of
foundry sand reclaimed at nominal productivity rate dur-
ing an approximately 15-minute-long device operation.
In accordance with the Fig. 1 and Fig. 4, the buffer cham-
ber 10 can have on side wall the second pour-out hole
12, led out by channel, the lower edge of which is situated
above the column bottom 11 at a height h of no less than
two diameters d of crushing-abrasive 13 balls. The bot-
tom 11 and the adjacent side walls of the buffer chamber
10 are covered by a layer of rubber, silencing the noise
from the striking of the balls. The device can effectively
operate only with the pour-out hole 9 being situated be-
hind the conical sieve 7 - then, a part of the sand re-

claimed in the buffer chamber 10 shifts vertically in the
deposit and is mixed with the sand falling down from the
sieves. Below the bottom 11, tangentially to the rein-
forced lower part and outside the column 2, there are
mounted two generators of vibrations in the form of ro-
todynamic motors 14. The motors 14 through their axes
of rotation are situated in planes parallel to the axis of
the column 2 and askew to that axis in perpendicular
projection. The column 2 is mounted on the frame of base
1 using oscillatory supports15, structured in such a way
so that the column 2 may produce torsional vibrations
evoked by operation of the rotodynamic motors 14. The
operation of the rotodynamic motors 14 is adjusted with
the use of inverter with adjustable frequency and ampli-
tude of vibrations. The exciting force is set periodically
with respect to a given type of the reclaimed sand. The
pour-out holes 9 and 12 are connected, through short
channels with coaxial cylindrical casing, with the column
2, on which is wound and rigidly mounted the transport
trough 16, rising in a spiral fashion along the side surface
of the column 2. The transport trough 16 throughout its
height is covered externally by the pipe shield 17. At the
upper end, the transport trough 16 is swept externally
through the channel 19, led to the feeding screw 20, the
operation of which is adjusted by the inverter with adjust-
able frequency. The pour-out of the feeding screw 20 is
connected to the upper section of the pneumatic cascade
classifier 21, built up on the frame of base 1. The shield
17 of the transport trough 16 in  the upper section is pro-
vided with the connection piece 18 connected with ex-
hausting installation of the cascade classifier 21. The
cascade classifier 21 is fed by the lower connection piece
with air from high-pressure blast fan, controlled by the
inverter according to signals coming from measurement
system, with the objective of acquiring required velocity
of air.
[0014] The horizontal sieves 5 and 6 may be executed
as flat or else with the rising-falling riddle surfaces. In the
view from the top, the screening surfaces are then made
from circularly adjacent to one another even number of
circular sectors ω having diameter of the column 2,
whereas the sides of which constitute upper edges k1 of
the walls swept down and intersecting along the lower
edge k2, situated in line with bisector of central angle ω
of each sector. The geometry of the sieves is adjusted
to suit optimal abrasive effect while taking into account
the existing flows of the reclaimed sand.

The listing of markings on the diagram

[0015]

1. frame of base
2. column
3. batch tank
4. crusher grid
5. upper sieve
6. central sieve
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7. conical sieve
8. bottom ring
9. first pour-out hole
10. buffer chamber
11. column bottom
12. second pour-out hole
13. crushing-abrasive elements
14. rotodynamic motor
15. oscillatory support
16. transport trough
17. shield
18. blowdown connection piece
19. channel
20. feeding screw
21. cascade classifier
22. classifier bolt

h. height of lower edge of the second pour-out hole
k1 upper edge of the horizontal sieves
k2. lower edge of the horizontal sieves
ω. central angle of the sector

Claims

1. The device for vibratory reclamation of used up foun-
dry sand, containing vibratory reclaimer serially con-
nected with the pneumatic classifier, and in which
the reclaimer has got pipe-cylindrical vertical col-
umn, ended at the top with the batch tank, and inside
of which there are built up at intervals from the top
to the bottom: the crusher grid, at least two sieves
with gradually decreasing meshes, and at the bot-
tom, closed-off by the column bottom, over which, in
the side wall there is at least one pour-out hole,
whereas tangentially to the column below the bot-
tom, there are mounted at least two generators of
vibrations in the form of rotodynamic motors, through
the axes of rotation situated in planes parallel to the
column axis and askew to that axis, in perpendicular
projection, characterised in that the pour-out holes
(9, 12) are connected with the transport trough (16),
rigidly mounted and rising in a spiral fashion along
the side surface of the column (2), and on the top
end swept externally through the channel (19), led
to the feeding screw (20), which through the pour-
out is connected to the upper section of the pneu-
matic cascade classifier (21), built up on the same
as the reclaimer, frame of base (1).

2. The device according to claim 1 characterised in
that the transport trough (16) throughout its height
is covered externally by the pipe shield (17).

3. The device according to claim 2 characterised in
that in the upper section the shield (17) has got the
connection piece (18) connected with the exhausting
installation, preferably, of the cascade classifier (21).

4. The device according to claim 1 characterised in
that it has got two horizontal sieves: upper (5) and
central (6) as well as the lower conical  sieve (7), the
space of which behind the screening side surface -
ended at the bottom with hole in smaller base of cone
- is closed off by bottom ring (8) over which there is
the pour-out hole (9) led to the transport trough (16),
and below the conical sieve (17), over the column
bottom (11), there is the buffer chamber (10) with
the placed at the column bottom (11), crushing-abra-
sive elements (13) in the form of metal balls.

5. The device according to claim 4 characterised in
that in the side wall of the buffer chamber (10) there
is executed the second pour-out hole (12), led to the
transport trough (16), the lower edge of which is sit-
uated over the column bottom (11) at a height (h) of
no less than two diameters of balls of crushing-abra-
sive element (13).

6. The device according to claim 4 or 5 characterised
in that the bottom (11) and the adjacent side walls
of the buffer chamber (10) are covered by elastic-
silencing material, preferably rubber.

7. The device according to claim 1 or 4 characterised
in that the horizontal sieves (5, 6) when viewed from
the top, have got the screening surfaces made from
circularly adjacent to one another even number of
circular sectors (ω) having diameter of the column
(2), the sides of which constitute upper edges (k1)
of the walls swept down and intersecting along the
lower edge (k2), which is situated in line with bisector
of central angle (ω) of each sector.
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